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Abstract
The discrete modeling of a large class of mechanical structures can be based on a stick-and-
spring concept. We here present a stick-and-spring theory with potential application to the statics
and the dynamics of such nanostructures as graphene, carbon nanotubes, viral capsids, and others.
A key feature of our theory is its geometrical nonlinearity: we combine exactly defined strain
measures with a general linear stress response; another, rarely found feature is a careful account
of prestress states. A linear version is firstly proposed, where attention is restricted to study
small displacements from an unstressed reference placement. Next, a theory linearized about a
prestressed (preloaded or not) placement is displayed, which is based on a careful analysis of the
tangent stiffness operator and its two parts, the elastic and prestress stiffness operators. Finally,
two examples are proposed and solved; when an analytical solution is of prohibitive complication,
numerical solutions are given, by the use of a specifically implemented ‘stick-and-spring’ code.
Keywords: discrete models, molecular structures, prestress, stiffness operator, tangent stiffness op-
erator
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1 Introduction
In this paper we propose a theory of elastic molecular structures that may be in a stressed state before
their static response to applied loads and imposed nodal displacements is determined, or their free
vibrations are studied. In addition to hoping it to be of interest per se, we believe that this theory
is applicable in many contexts, both statical and dynamical, where the objects whose mechanical
behavior is under scrutiny are carbon allotropes (nanotubes, graphene sheets, nanoribbons), molecules,
protein complexes, et cetera.
We regard a molecular structure as a collection of nodes, edges, and wedges: edges are imagined as
node-to-node inflexible but extensible straight sticks, acting as axial springs when extended; wedges
are imagined as complexes of two sticks sharing one end node, equipped by a torsion spring reacting
to relative rotations of the wedge sticks in their common plane. Accordingly, we call the structures we
model Stick-and-Spring structures (S&S). Similar but simpler molecular structures are the so-called
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elastic networks, that is, roughly speaking, sets of nodes pair-wise connected by edges, a concept used
to model generally small displacements from an equilibrium configuration of protein complexes (see
e.g. [26]). Another class of molecular structures comprises the molecular dynamics models, where a
two- or three-body potential accounts for the interactions among particles whose relative distance is
less than a prescribed cut-off length [1, 3, 4, 12, 30].
Stick-and-spring models have been widely used to predict the mechanical behavior of Carbon
NanoTubes (CNTs) and graphene. The linear model exploited in [9] to obtain closed-form expressions
for the elastic properties of armchair and zigzag CNTs has been extended in [33] to study torsion
loading and handle nonlinearities, by means of a modified Morse potential. A similar approach is used
in [28] to investigate various loading conditions, and in [31] to evaluate effective in-plane stiffness and
bending rigidity of armchair and zigzag CNTs. Molecular mechanics has also been employed as a scale-
bridging method to build shell theories [2, 6, 11]. In [7], the model of [9] is extended to chiral CNTs,
an issue addressed also in [8]. Recently, a new formulation of the stick-and-spring model has been
proposed [19], allowing for general load conditions, arbitrary chirality, and an initial stressed state. It
is worth mentioning the computational methods presented in [18], where non-linear torsional spring
elements are adopted and implemented in a Finite Element (FE) code. The mechanical properties
of graphene sheets and nanoribbons have been analyzed with a similar approach; in particular, FE
formulations, employing both linear [14] and non-linear springs [13, 15, 16, 17], have been given.
The method of structural analysis we propose is fairly general and versatile. Although it can be
profitably adopted for all of the above mentioned applications (and many others), here we only give a
description of its general features, illustrated by an analysis of simple concept structures of no special
applicative significance, except for the cyclohexane isomers considered in Remark 4, Section 4.2; real
applications will be dealt with elsewhere. The main novelty of our approach consists in handling
prestress without neglecting geometrical nonlinearities; a careful account of prestress is important in
various contexts where our theory is potentially applicable: see e.g. [27] for globular proteins, and
[29], where certain aspects of the mechanical phenomenolgy of graphene and CNTs are investigated.
Here is a summary of the contents of our paper. In Section 2, we describe the topology and the
kinematics of stick-and-spring structures; in particular, we define exact strain measures and derive
their linearized version. Then, in Section 3, we use a virtual power argument to derive the nodal
equations that must be satisfied by all stress states compatible with the data, that is, balancing the
applied load in the given reference placement. These equations implicitly define the equilibrium oper-
ator and its transpose, the kinematic compatibility operator. Just as for any other discrete structural
system, the dimensions of the null spaces of these operators provide a useful typological criterion
for the structural systems under study: e.g., the set of admissible self-stress states can be identified
with the nullspace of the equilibrium operator. A linear theory of elastic S&S structures consists
in coupling the nodal equilibrium equations with a linear constitutive equation delivering edge and
wedge stresses in terms of linearized edge and wedge strain measures; such an equation is tantamount
of specifying the linear stiffness operator.
However, the effects of prestress on a system’s response cannot be predicted within a fully linear
setup. To account for these effects, in Section 4 we derive an expression for the tangent stiffness
operator, that is, the Hessian of the stored energy. This operator admits an additive decomposition
into an elastic stiffness operator (the analog of the stiffness operator encountered in the linear theory)
plus a prestress stiffness operator. While the former operator accounts for first-order changes in
the strain measures, the latter accounts for orientational changes of edges and wedges and for the
stresses they carry; thus, its contribution to balancing the service loads can be nonnull even when the
accompanying displacements entail null linearized strains. Such contribution is especially important
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when it comes to assessing the stability of an equilibrium placement, which is connected with the
sign-definiteness of the tangent stiffness operator, when seen as a quadratic form. In this connection,
we borrow from rigidity theory [10] (see also [20]) the notions of prestress stability and super-stability,
and we restate them for S&S structures.
Knowledge of the equilibrium and tangent stiffness operators allows for application of standard
numerical machineries to solve a number of structural problems, such as computing load-displacement
paths, performing buckling analyses, determining natural frequencies and vibration modes, and inte-
grating the nonlinear motion equations. In Section 5, two simple concept structures are analyzed, in
the linear, linearized, and nonlinear setups of our theory; in particular, the numerical results obtained
by the use of a specifically implemented ‘stick-and-spring’ code. Some directions of future research
are mentioned in our final Section 6.
2 Topology and Kinematics
2.1 Topology
A S&S structure is a triplet S = (N , E ,W), consisting of: (i) a collection N of N points, called nodes,
of the three-dimensional Euclidean space; (ii) a collection E of E edges, that is, two-elements subsets
of N ; (iii) a collection W of W wedges, that is, three-elements subsets of N . We say that ij ∈ E is
the edge connecting nodes i, j ∈ N , and that ijk ∈ W, with i, j, k ∈ N , is the wedge with head node
i and tail nodes j and k.
We choose a referential placement for S in the three-dimensional ambient space, and we denote
by pi the referential position vector of the typical node i with respect to a chosen origin point. We
write lij := |pi − pj | for the referential length of edge ij, and
eij :=
1
lij
(pj − pi) = −eji (1)
for the unit vector directed from node i to node j. Moreover, given a wedge ijk, we associate with it
two unit vectors, namely,
wijk =
Pijeik
|Pijeik| and wikj =
Pikeij
|Pikeij | , (2)
where Pij := I − eij ⊗ eij and Pik := I − eik ⊗ eik are the orthogonal projectors on the planes of
normal eij and eik, respectively; note that both wijk and wikj point ‘inward’ (see Fig. 1 (left)), in the
sense that both wijk · eik > 0 and wikj · eij > 0; note also that, here and henceforth, no summation
over repeated indices should be presumed, unless explicitly indicated. On letting ϑijk := arccos(eij ·eik)
be the referential angle between edges ij and ik, we have that
sinϑijk =
(
1− (eij · eik)2
)1/2
= |Pijeik| = |Pikeij |,
so that equation (2.1) can be rewritten as:
wijk =
Pijeik
sinϑijk
and wikj =
Pikeij
sinϑijk
, (3)
an expression which will be useful later (for collinear edges, the role of the unit vectors in (2.1) is
played by the corresponding limits for ϑijk → 0, pi).
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Figure 1: A wedge and its change in angle. Here and henceforth nodes are denoted by a circle ◦,
wedges by a bullet •.
2.2 Kinematics, exact and linearized
A S&S elastic structure stores energy because edges change length and wedges change angle; we then
define two associated strain measures.3
Given a set of nodal displacements ui (i ∈ N ) for S, we denote the current position vector of node
i as
qi := pi + ui; (4)
the unit vector currently directed from node i to node j is:
cij :=
1
`ij
(qj − qi) = −cji, `ij := |qj − qi|, (5)
with `ij the current length of edge ij. Next, given a wedge ijk in its current placement, whose current
angle is:
θijk := arccos(cij · cik), (6)
introduce the unit vectors
w˜ijk =
P˜ijcik
|P˜ijcik|
and w˜ikj =
P˜ikcij
|P˜ikcij |
,
where P˜ij := I − cij ⊗ cij and P˜ik := I − cik ⊗ cik are the orthogonal projectors on the planes of
normal cij and cik, respectively.
The change in length of edge ij is:
δlij := `ij − lij ; (7)
the change in angle of wedge ijk is:
δθijk := arccos (cij · cik)− arccos (eij · eik); 4 (8)
3To simulate protein docking, it might be important to account also for changes in the dihedral angle formed by two
edge-sharing wedges. For the moment being, we postpone consideration of this mechanism of elastic energy storage.
4For us, wedge angles are not greater than pi, both in the reference and in the current placement. An alternative
version of (2.2) is arrived at by the use of (2.1) and (2.2):
δθijk = arccos
( lijeij + ui − uj
|lijeij + ui − uj |
· likeik + ui − uk|likeik + ui − uk|
)
− arccos (eij · eik).
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δlij and δθijk are the exact strain measures we use. In a motion:
{t 7→ qi(t) | i ∈ N , t ∈ T ⊂ R},
the realized velocity at time t of the typical node of S is:
vi(t) := q˙i(t).
Easy computations show that the time rates of the strain measures we just introduced are, respectively,
(δlij)
· = cij · (vi − vj) (9)
and
(δθijk)
· = − 1
`ik
w˜ikj · (vk − vi)− 1
`ij
w˜ijk · (vj − vi) . (10)
To deduce the linear versions of the exact deformation measures, we take ξ := sup
ij∈E
|ui|/lij as
smallness bookkeeping parameter and we introduce the mapping:
ξ 7→ qi(ξ) = pi + ξui . (11)
Firstly, composition of (2.2) with (2.2) yields:
ξ 7→ δ˜lij(ξ) := |pj − pi + ξ(uj − ui)| − lij =
(
δ˜lij(0)− lij
)
+ δ˜l
′
ij(0) ξ +O(ξ
2);
as
δ˜lij(0) = lij and δ˜l
′
ij(0) = eij · (uj − ui) = eji · (ui − uj),
we have that
δ˜lij(ξ) =
(
eji · (ui − uj)
)
ξ +O(ξ2);
hence, we take
εij := eji · (ui − uj) , (12)
as the linear strain measure accounting for length changes; its time rate is:
ε˙ij := eji · (vi − vj) . (13)
Secondly, this time via composition of (2.2) with (2.2), we find that the linear strain measure
accounting for angle changes is:
ψijk := −
1
lik
wikj · (uk − ui)− 1
lij
wijk · (uj − ui) , (14)
or rather, after a rearrangement,
ψijk =
(
wijk
lij
+
wikj
lik
)
· ui − wijk
lij
· uj − wikj
lik
· uk ; (15)
the relative time rate is:
ψ˙ijk =
(
wijk
lij
+
wikj
lik
)
· vi − wijk
lij
· vj − wikj
lik
· vk . (16)
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The geometrical meaning of (2.2) becomes clear after a glance to Fig. 1 (right): ψijk consists of
two contributions, α and β; each of them is found by projecting the relative displacement – that is,
(uj − ui) for α and (uk − ui) for β – in the direction perpendicular to, respectively, eij or eik, and
by dividing the result by lij or lik.
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3 Linear Theory
3.1 Virtual powers
As a first step, we assume that S is subject to a system of external nodal forces fi that are dead, that
is, independent of t and {ui, u˙i | i ∈ N}, and we define the external virtual power as follows:
We :=
∑
i∈N
fi · δui,
where δui is the virtual displacement of the i−th node.
The customary next step consists in specifying a stress system for S by duality, through the
action over a chosen collection of virtual strains of a linear functional, the internal virtual power; the
conclusive step, equating external and internal virtual powers subject to an appropriate quantification,
yields a set of equations that are interpreted as the conditions the stress system must satisfy to balance
the given load system. But, to balance it in what placement, referential or current?
This question has an automatic answer, depending on the what collection of virtual strains is
chosen.6 In our present case, such collection can be molded either on the collection of exact strain
rates (2.2) and (2.2) or on the collection of their linearized versions (2.2) and (2.2). The stress measures
delivered by the former choice balance the given loads in the current placement of S; the latter choice
leads to stress measures that balance the loads in the reference placement. We here follow the second
5 To prove that (2.2) is the linear version of (2.2), we compute the linear approximation about ξ = 0 of the following
mapping:
δ˜θijk(ξ) := arccos
(
m(ξ) · n(ξ)
|m(ξ)||n(ξ)|
)
, m(ξ) := lijeij + ξ(uj − ui), n(ξ) := likeik + ξ(uk − ui).
As
− sin (δ˜θijk(ξ)) δ˜θ′ijk(ξ) = ( m(ξ) · n(ξ)|m(ξ)||n(ξ)|)′ = m ′(ξ) · n(ξ) + m(ξ) · n ′(ξ)|m(ξ)||n(ξ)| − m(ξ) · n(ξ)m(ξ)||n(ξ)|
(
m(ξ) ·m ′(ξ)
|m(ξ)|2 +
n(ξ) · n ′(ξ)
|n(ξ)|2
)
,
and as
m(0) = lijeij , m
′(0) = uj − ui, n(0) = likeik, n ′(0) = uk − ui, δ˜θijk(0) = ϑijk,
we obtain that
δ˜θ
′
ijk(0) =−
1
sinϑijk
(
1
lij
(
eik − (eij · eik) eij
) · (uj − ui) + 1
lik
(
eij − (eij · eik) eik
) · (uk − ui))
− 1
sinϑijk
(
1
lij
Pijeik · (uj − ui) +
1
lik
Pikeij · (uk − ui)
)
= − 1
lij
wijk · (uj − ui)−
1
lik
wikj · (uk − ui) ;
in the last equality, we have made use of (2.1). Then,
δ˜θijk(ξ) = δ˜θijk(0) + δ˜θ
′
ijk(0) ξ +O(ξ
2) = ϑijk −
( 1
lij
wijk · (uj − ui) +
1
lik
wikj · (uk − ui)
)
ξ +O(ξ2),
and we conclude that the linear measure of angle changes must have the form (2.2).
6For a discussion of this issue we refer the reader to [25], Section 12.
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route, with a view to construct a linear theory of elastic S&S structures. Accordingly, the form we
choose for the internal virtual power is:
Wi :=
∑
ij∈E
σij δεij +
∑
ijk∈W
τ ijk δψijk,
where the virtual strains are:
δεij = eji · (δui − δuj) and δψijk =
(
wijk
lij
+
wikj
lik
)
· δui − wijk
lij
· δuj − wikj
lik
· δuk .
Finally, we postulate that
We =Wi, (17)
for all virtual displacements δui and virtual deformations δεij and δψijk.
When in (3.1) one takes δui 6= 0 and all the other displacements null, the equilibrium equation of
node i follows:
fi =
∑
{j∈N|ij∈E}
σijeji +
∑
{j,k∈N|ijk∈W}
τ ijk
(
wijk
lij
+
wikj
lik
)
−
∑
{k,j∈N|kij∈W}
τkij
wkij
lki
. (18)
In the RHS of (3.1), the first sum is over the edges stemming from node i; the second is over the
wedges having i as their head node; and the third is over the wedges having i as one of their tail
nodes: the three associated resultant internal forces balance the applied external force. Satisfaction
of equation (3.1) for all nodes guarantees that the stress system involved balances the given loads in
the given referential placement.
3.2 Compatibility, equilibrium, and constitutive, operators
We now introduce a few definitions that allow for an agile manipulations of nodal displacements,
strain measures and stress measures. To begin with, let u and η denote, respectively, the N -string of
nodal-displacement vectors and the (E +W )-string of strain components:
[u ] =

...
ui
...
 and [η] =

...
εij
...
...
ψijk
...

.
Then, relations (2.2) and (2.2) can be written in the following compact form:
η = ATu , (19)
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where the linear mapping AT is called the kinematic compatibility operator. Likewise, let f and χ
denote, respectively, the N -string of nodal-force vectors and the (E+W )-string of stress components:
[f ] =

...
fi
...
 , [χ] =

...
σij
...
...
τ ijk
...

.
With the use of this notation, system (3.1) can be written as
f = Aχ, (20)
where A, the formal adjoint of the compatibility operator, is called the equilibrium operator.
Next, let the positive stiffness constants κij and λijk characterize the linear elastic response of
edge and wedge springs:
σij = κij εij and τ ijk = λijk ψijk; (21)
we write this set of relations compactly:
χ = Cη, (22)
where C , the constitutive operator, is a (E +W )× (E +W ) diagonal matrix:
[C ] = [diag(· · · , κij , · · · | · · · , λijk, · · · )] .
3.3 Displacement formulation of the equilibrium problem
We are now in a position to formulate the equilibrium problem for a typical S&S structure in terms
of displacement. This we do by substituting into (3.2) the combination of equations (3.2) and (3.2);
we find:
f = Ku , K := ACAT , (23)
where K is the linear stiffness operator. The corresponding displacement equilibrium equation for
the i-th node is easily obtained by substituting (3.2) into (3.1) first, then by making use of (2.2) and
(2.2):
fi =
∑
{j∈N|ij∈E}
eji(κijeji · (ui − uj))+
+
∑
{j,k∈N|ijk∈W}
(
wijk
lij
+
wikj
lik
)
λijk
((
wijk
lij
+
wikj
lik
)
· ui − wijk
lij
· uj − wikj
lik
· uk
)
+
−
∑
{k,j∈N|kij∈W}
wkij
lki
λkij
((
wkij
lki
+
wkji
lkj
)
· uk − wkij
lki
· ui − wkji
lkj
· uj
)
.
(24)
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The equilibrium elastic state (u ,η,χ) of a S&S structure is determined by looking for a solution
of (3.3) for nodal displacements, then by obtaining the strains from (3.2) and the stresses from (3.2).
In the next subsection, we shall offer a short discussion of existence and uniqueness issues.
Remark 1. In a S&S structure, energy storage in edge and wedge springs depends on the dimensionless
ratio:
ν :=
κl2
λ
,
where κ and λ are representative spring stiffnesses and l is a representative edge length.7 Roughly
speaking, ν measures the relative importance of edge-stretching and wedge-opening; this interpretation
is made evident by considering the simple structures in Figure 2, where ν equals the ratio between
Figure 2: A wedge and an edge, with spring constants λ and κ, loaded by the same pair of forces.
the relative displacement of the points where forces are applied.
Remark 2. In preparation for computer calculations, it is habitual to partition the usually ‘big’
stiffness matrix into ‘small’ elementary blocks. We now show how this can be done for the S&S
structures we here consider.
Firstly, we single out a typical edge ij, for which (3.3) reads:
fij = Kij uij , (25)
with
[fij ] =
[
fi
fj
]
, [uij ] =
[
ui
uj
]
,
and, in view of (3.3),
[Kij ] = κij
[
eij ⊗ eij −eij ⊗ eij
−eij ⊗ eij eij ⊗ eij
]
.
Secondly, we fix attention on a typical wedge ijk, for which (3.3) reads:
fijk = Kijk uijk , (26)
with
[fijk] =
 fifj
fk
 , [uijk] =
 uiuj
uk
 ,
7The parameter ν was introduced in [2] (footnote 8) for S&S models of carbon nanotubes.
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and, by inspection of (3.3),
[Kijk] = λijk
 (a + b)⊗ (a + b) −(a + b)⊗ a −(a + b)⊗ b−a ⊗ (a + b) a ⊗ a a ⊗ b
−b ⊗ (a + b) b ⊗ a b ⊗ b
 ,
with
a :=
wijk
lij
and b :=
wikj
lik
.
Formally, we can introduce the operators Qij and Qijk, which ‘extract’ from u the vectors uij and
uijk:
uij = Qij u , uijk = Qijk u . (27)
With these positions, we can express the external load vector f as a sum of edge and wedge contri-
butions:
f =
∑
ij∈E
QTij fij +
∑
ijk∈W
QTijk fijk .
Finally, by the use of (3.3), (3.3), (3.3) and (3.3), we obtain:
K =
∑
ij∈E
QTij Kij Qij +
∑
ijk∈W
QTijkKijkQijk .
3.4 Self-stresses, mechanisms, and prestresses
Let us recall a number of customary definitions and well-known facts about linearly elastic discrete
structures in a reference placement (vid. e.g. [23]), in a form appropriate to S&S structures.
A self-stress is a stress vector χ which balances null loads, i.e., such that Aχ = 0 ; a mechanism
is a displacement vector u which induces null deformations in all edges and wedges, i.e., such that
ATu = 0 . A mechanisms is nontrivial if it is not a rigid motion of the structure (in a point space of
dimension D, there are at most D(D+ 1)/2 independent trivial mechanisms). To focus on nontrivial
mechanisms, we assume that a convenient number of external constraints forbid all rigid motions of
each S&S structure we consider.
By definition, a self-stress vector belongs to the null space of the equilibrium operator; we denote
by S := dim(ker(A)) the number of independent self-stresses. Moreover, since a mechanism belongs
to the null space of the compatibility operator, we take for the number of independent mechanism
M = dim(ker(AT ))−D(D + 1)/2. Four structural types can be distinguished, according to whether
S and M equal zero or not. These are:
Type 1 2 3 4
S 0 0 > 0 > 0
M 0 > 0 0 > 0
Table 1: Self-stress&mechanism-based structure typology.
We recall that the solution of the equilibrium problem in linear elasticity exists and is unique only
for structures of Type 1 and 3; and that, for structures of Type 2 and 4, a solution exists, but it is
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not unique, only if the load vector f is orthogonal to all mechanisms. Counting the dimensions of the
fundamental subspaces of the equilibrium and compatibility operators yields the following relation:
3N − 6− E −W = M − S (28)
(cf. [23]; in (3.4), we have taken D = 3). Thus, the number of elements of N , E and W determines
the difference M − S, an important preliminary information about problem solvability:
if M − S = 0, then the structure at hand cannot be of Type 2 or 3; if M − S > 0, then it cannot be
of Type 1 or 3; if M − S < 0, then it cannot be of Type 1 or 2.
A prestress is a stress vector balancing a given load vector, called preload, in a given referential
placement, called initial, because it is specified before the static or dynamic response to additional
loads is investigated; in view of this definition, self-stresses are prestresses balancing null preloads.
We reinforce that the linear theory does not always grant us a solution and that, even when it does,
its predictions can be misleading, since the effect of prestress is not properly taken into account. In
the next section, we shall show how a theory linearized about a prestressed initial placement – in
short, a linearized theory – allows us to overcome the shortcomings of the linear theory, under the
only assumption that the initial placement be stable, in the sense that we make precise.
4 Linearized Theory
In this section, we revert to measuring strains exactly, with the purpose of determining the tangent
stiffness operator, which specifies the linearized relation between small increments of nodal forces and
small displacements from a given, possibly prestressed, equilibrium placement, whose stability we
qualify.
4.1 Tangent, elastic, and prestress, stiffness operators
With a view toward giving a variational formulation of the incremental equilibrium problem, we
postulate the following expression for the elastic energy stored in a S&S structure:
U = 1
2
(∑
ij∈E
κij(`ij − `ij)2 +
∑
ijk∈W
λijk(θijk − θijk)2
)
, (29)
where `ij and `ij are the current and rest lengths of the axial spring on edge ij, and where θijk and
θijk are the current and rest angles of the spiral spring on wedge ijk. On recalling definitions (2.2)
and (2.2) in Section 2.2, we see that (`ij−`ij) and (θijk−θijk) are the exact measures of, respectively,
length and angle changes from a reference placement where all springs are unstrained.8
Let q denote the N -string of current position vectors of all nodes. Both the length `ij of the typical
edge and the angle θijk of the typical wedge depend on q , in a manner implicit in, respectively, (2.2)2
and (2.2). To lighten our notation, we rewrite (4.1) as
U(q) = 1
2
(∑
ij∈E
(
κ(`(q)− `)2)
ij
+
∑
ijk∈W
(
λ(θ(q)− θ)2)
ijk
)
.
8Thus, as we shall see shortly, our present prescription for the stored energy has the same structure as St.Venant-
Kirchhoff’s, a widely used prescription in three-dimensional nonlinear elasticity, implying a linear dependence of the
Cosserat stress from the Green-St. Venant nonlinear strain measure.
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Consider the total energy functional:
F(q) := U(q)− L(q), L(q) := f0 · u(q), (30)
where L is the potential of the dead load f0. We say that q0 is an equilibrium placement for the elastic
S&S structure at hand if it so happens that q0 is a stationary point for F , i.e.,
∂qF(q0) = ∂qU(q0)− f0 = 0 . (31)
A stationary point is a local minimum of F if it so happens that the tangent stiffness operator
KT := ∂
2
q U
is positive definite at that point. Whenever this is the case, (i) we qualify the relative equilibrium
placement as stable; (ii) there is a unique solution of the incremental equilibrium problem
KT∆q = ∆f , (32)
where ∆q = q − q0 denotes the incremental displacement induced by a small load increment ∆f =
f − f0.
We now inspect the tangent stiffness operator carefully. The first thing we note is that it splits in
two parts:
KT = KE +KP , (33)
where
KE :=
∑
ij∈E
(κ ∂q`⊗ ∂q`)ij +
∑
ijk∈W
(λ∂qθ ⊗ ∂qθ)ijk ,
KP :=
∑
ij∈E
(
κ(`− `)∂2q l
)
ij
+
∑
ijk∈W
(
λ(θ − θ)∂2qθ
)
ijk
.
(34)
We call KE and KP the elastic stiffness operator and the prestress stiffness operator ;
9 their role in
assessing the stability of an equilibrium placement will be briefly discussed in the next subsection.
Note that the second of (4.1) can be written as
KP =
∑
ij∈E
σij ∂
2
q `ij +
∑
ijk∈W
τ ijk ∂
2
qθijk ,
where
σij = κij(`ij − `ij) , τ ijk = λijk(θijk − θijk) ,
a set of geometrically nonlinear – but materially linear – constitutive relations (recall footnote 6.).
It remains for us to compute the first and second derivatives with respect to q of the strain
measures. To begin with, we have from (2.2)2 that
gij := ∂q`ij(q) =
1
`ij
Gijq ; (35)
9In the literature, alternative nomenclatures for KE and KP are material stiffness operator and geometric stiffness
operator, respectively.
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here, Gij is the (constant) connectivity operator of edge ij. In a matrix form where only non-null
entries are shown, relation (4.1)reads:
[gij ] =
1
`ij
[Gijq ] =
1
`ij

...
qi − qj
...
qj − qi
...

=

...
cji
...
cij
...

.
Furthermore, differentiation of (4.1) yields:
∂2q `ij(q) =
1
`ij
(Gij − gij ⊗ gij) .
We now pass to obtain an expression for ∂qθijk and ∂
2
qθijk. Our point of the departure is the following
consequence of (2.2) and (2.2):
cos θijk(q) =
1
`ij(q) `ik(q)
(qi − qj) · (qi − qk) = 1
2 `ij(q) `ik(q)
(
`2ij(q) + `
2
ik(q)− `2jk(q)
)
,
whence we have, firstly, that
− sin θijk∂qθijk = 1
`ij`ik
(
`ij gij + `ik gik − `jk gjk −
`2ij + `
2
ik − `2jk
2`ij
gij −
`2ij + `
2
ik − `2jk
2`ik
gik
)
=
1
`ij`ik
(
(`ij − `ik cos θijk) gij + (`ik − `ij cos θijk) gik − `jk gjk
)
,
(36)
and, secondly, that
`ij`ik sin θijk∂
2
qθijk =Gjk +
(`ik
`ij
cos θijk − 1
)
Gij +
( `ij
`ik
cos θijk − 1
)
Gik
− cos θijk
(
`ij`ik∂qθijk ⊗ ∂qθijk + `ij
`ik
gij ⊗ gij + `ik
`ij
gik ⊗ gik
)
+2 sym
(
cos θijkgij ⊗ gik − sin θijk ∂qθijk ⊗ (`ikgij + `ijgik)
)
.
(37)
On inserting (4.1)−(4.1) in (4.1) and (4.1), we obtain explicit and computable expressions for the
elastic, prestress, and tangent, stiffness operators.
Interestingly, the first of these operators can be given another expression, strongly reminiscent –
and for good reasons – of the expression derived for K in Remark 2, Section 3.3. This alternative
expression is arrived at by inserting (4.1) and (4.1) in (4.1)1. We obtain:
KE =
∑
ij∈E
QTij K˜ij Qij +
∑
ijk∈W
QTijk K˜ijkQijk ,
where
[K˜ij ] = κij
[
cij ⊗ cij −cij ⊗ cij
−cij ⊗ cij cij ⊗ cij
]
,
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and
[K˜ijk] = λijk
 (a˜ + b˜)⊗ (a˜ + b˜) −(a˜ + b˜)⊗ a˜ −(a˜ + b˜)⊗ b˜−a˜ ⊗ (a˜ + b˜) a˜ ⊗ a˜ a˜ ⊗ b˜
−b˜ ⊗ (a˜ + b˜) b˜ ⊗ a˜ b˜ ⊗ b˜
 , a˜ := w˜ijk
`ij
and b˜ :=
w˜ikj
`ik
.
We see that, if the current and referential placements are identified, as is done within all linear
theories of elasticity, then KP vanishes and KE (a stiffness operator defined within a linearized
elasticity theory) reduces to K . Just as K , KE is positive semi-definite, the associated quadratic
form vanishing ‘along mechanisms’ only (KEu = 0 for all u such that A˜
Tu = 0 ).
4.2 Prestress stability and superstability
Within the present linearized theory, we have already qualified the stability of an equilibrium place-
ment q0 in terms of the positivity of the tangent stiffness operator at that placement. Here we
investigate the signature of both KE(q0) and KP (q0).
Firstly, we consider the cases when the system at hand admits in placement q0 some mechanisms
(that is to say, there are some displacements u for which KE(q0)u = 0 ). In such cases, it may
happen that the prestress balancing the preload f0 in placement q0 guarantees positivity of KT (q0)
(note that, for u a mechanism, KP (q0)u = KT (q0)u). Accordingly, we say that a S&S structure is
prestress stable in a given equilibrium placement if the prestress stiffness operator evaluated at that
placement is positive along all mechanisms the structure admits in that placement, that is, if
KPu · u > 0 , for all u such that A˜Tu = 0
(cf. [20, 10, 24, 5]). Secondly, we say that a S&S elastic structure is superstable at an equilibrium
placement q0 if KP (q0) is positive along mechanisms and nonnegative otherwise.
Remark 3. If a S&S elastic structure sits in a prestress stable, but not superstable, equilibrium place-
ment, then the prestress stiffness operator might turn out to be negative along some displacements
(cf. [10, 34]). It is also important to realize that prestress can noticeably affect a structure’s response
even from a stable placement where no mechanisms are possible.
Remark 4. The self-stress&mechanism-based classification criterion proposed in Section 3.4 is appli-
cable also to structures in a prestressed placement, as we here exemplify by looking at two isomers of
cyclohexane (C6H12), a most studied molecule whose energy landscape is well understood.
From a purely mechanical viewpoint, these isomers – the ‘chair’ and the ‘boat’ (Figure 3) – can be
seen as two equilibrium placements of one and the same S&S elastic structure, whose flat placement
(were it observed) would look like a hexagonal ring with the C atoms at the corners, each C atom
having two H atoms attached to it.
The chair placement is known to be a global energy minimizer, the boat a local maximizer.10 An
inspection of the null spaces of the equilibrium and compatibility operators for the chair placement
reveals that they are both trivial (S = M = 0): according to Table 1, the chair is a Type 1 structure.
As to the unphysical flat placement, such an inspection shows that S = M = 3: in fact, as suggested
in Figure 4, three independent self-equilibrated systems of internal actions are possible; moreover,
10There are also two other isomers, the ‘half-chair’ and the ‘twist-boat’; the former maximizes the energy, the latter
realizes a local minimum [22].
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Figure 3: The cyclohexane ring, in the flat (center), chair (left), and boat (right) placements.
Figure 4: Internal actions inducing self-stress states in a flat cyclohexane ring.
the three possible independent mechanisms are visualized by thinking of situations when three of the
nodes are kept fixed whereas the other three are made move out of the plane. Thus, according to
Table 1, the type of a flat cyclohexane ring is 4. The same is true for the boat isomer, for which
S = M = 1. However, a flat placement can be prestress stable (for example, when edge springs are not
stressed and wedge rest angles are all equal and larger than 2pi/3), due to the positive contribution of
the prestress stiffness operator, whereas the boat is not stable, since the contribution of that operator
is always null.11
4.3 Motion equations
On introducing the kinetic energy:
K(q , q˙) = 1
2
q˙ ·M (q)q˙ ,
where M is the mass operator, the nonlinear motion equations are given by
Mq¨ + A˜(q)χ(q) = 0 ,
where A˜(q) is the equilibrium operator in the current placement; their linearized version about an
equilibrium placement q0 has the form:
M (q0)u¨ +KT (q0)u = 0 ;
11Our classification of the chair and boat placements is consistent with that given by Whiteley [32], who adopted a
purely kinematical approach; in Whiteley’s language, the former placement is ‘rigid’, the latter‘flexible’.
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note the role of the tangent stiffness operator. In the simplest case when structural masses are lumped
in the nodes, M takes the form of an N × N block diagonal matrix, whose i-th block is miID, the
product of the mass mi of the i-th node and the D-dimensional identity ID.
5 Examples
This section is devoted to illustrate by two examples what our S&S structure theory can and cannot
do. The first example makes patent the effect of prestress on the load-displacement relationship, an
effect that no linear theory can capture. The second is numerical: by the use of an ad hoc code
implemented by one of us [21], we compute the static response to loads of a prestressed S&S structure
of some complication within the linear, linearized, and geometrically nonlinear theories we propose.
We do not specify units for the mechanical and geometrical quantities we manipulate, because
our purposes are purely qualitative. In both examples, the static analyses in the large-displacement
regime are made by a standard iterative Newton method. We sometime refer to solutions obtained in
this way as exact, even if this is true only in a numerical sense, that is, up to numerical approximations
and round-up errors.
5.1 A tripod
Let us consider an S&S tripod with three edges 12, 13, and 14, and three wedges, 123, 134, and 124
(Fig. 5(a)). In a generic placement, nodes 2, 3 and 4 are located on a horizontal plane, at the vertices
of an equilateral triangle, and node 1 is located on the vertical axis passing through the center O of
the triangle; nodes 2, 3 and 4 can slide freely on the horizontal plane. We are interested in computing
a z
r
®
3 r
1
3
2
4
O
1
3
2
4
F
(a) (b)
Figure 5: A tripod, composed by three edges, 12, 13, 14, and three wedges, 123, 134, 124.
the load-displacement relationship when an initially flat tripod is loaded by vertical force F applied
at node 1 (Fig. 5(b)). We assume that the tripod’s mechanical response is completely symmetric with
respect to the vertical axis through O, and we choose r and z as geometrical parameters (Fig. 5(a)).
Then, all edges have length a, with
a2 = r2 + z2 , (38)
and all wedges have angle α, with
α = arccos
(
1− 3r
2
2a2
)
. (39)
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The total energy functional (4.1) takes the following form:
U(r, z)− Fz = 1
2
(
3k(a(r, z)− a)2 + 3λ(α(r, z)− α)2)− Fz ,
where k and λ denote the stiffnesses of edge and wedge springs, whose rest length and angle are a
and α. The equilibrium equations (4.1) become: 3k(a− a) a,r +3λ(α− α)α,r = 0 ,3k(a− a) a,z +3λ(α− α)α,z −F = 0 ,
which can be rewritten as follows,
σ
r
a
+ τ
r(1 + 2 cosα)
a2 sinα
= 0 ,
σ
z
a
− 2τ z(1− cosα)
a2 sinα
= F .
(40)
where
σ = k(a− a), τ = λ(α− α). (41)
We see that, for the tripod to be in equilibrium in the flat placement, F must be null (because of
(5.1)2) and α = 2pi/3 (because of (5.1) and (5.1)); consequently, due to (5.1)1 and (5.1)1, a = a. Then,
initially, edges have length r0 and wedges angle α0 = 2pi/3, so that z0 = 0; wedges are prestressed if
α 6= 2pi/3, and we set:
τ0 = λ(2pi/3− α).
Moreover, in preparation to solving system (5.1)-(5.1) numerically for F = F (z), we compute the
tangent stiffness operator (that is, the Hessian of U) at (r0, 0). We find, preliminarly,
a,r |(r0,0) = 1 , a,z |(r0,0) = 0 , α,r |(r0,0) = α,z |(r0,0) = 0 ,
a,rr |(r0,0) = a,rz |(r0,0) = 0 , α,zz |(r0,0) = −2
√
3 r−20 ;
with this, we conclude that
KT (r0, 0) =
[ U ,rr (r0, 0) 0
0 U ,zz (r0, 0)
]
=
[
3k 0
0 −6√3 τ0/r20
]
. (42)
Thus, the tangent stiffness operator is positive definite if and only if α > 2pi/3, that is, wedges are
prestressed with τ0 < 0.
Figure 6 shows two plots of the load-displacement relationship: the one with null slope at the
origin obtains when α = 2pi/3; for the other, whose slope at the origin is positive, α = 1.05(2pi/3).
Needless to say, the slope at the origin measures the initial stiffness, and is equal to U ,zz (r0, 0), as
given in (5.1). We see that, if wedges are conveniently prestressed, a flat tripod has a nonvanishing
initial bending stiffness, even if α,r (r0, 0) is null. The solid plots are drawn point-by-point, picking
a value for z in (5.1)1, then solving that equation for r numerically, then computing F from (5.1)2.
The following are the chosen parameter values: r0 = a = 1, κ = 1, λ = 1.
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Figure 6: Load-displacement curves for the flat tripod. The slope at the origin is null if the system is
not prestressed, positive if the wedge springs are compressed initially.
The effects of prestress are evident in dynamics as well. Suppose that all nodes have the same
mass m, and take F = 0. The tripod’s kinetic energy is:
K = 1
2
m
(
3r˙2 + z˙2
)
;
the mass operator is:
[M ] =
[
3m 0
0 m
]
;
the equation of motion are: {
mr¨ + κ(a− a¯)a,r +λ(α− α¯)α,r = 0,
mz¨ + 3κ(a− a¯)a,z +3λ(α− α¯)α,z = 0,
and have the following linearized version:{
mr¨ + κ r = 0,
mz¨ + 6
√
3 τ0/r
2
0 z = 0.
(43)
Note that (5.1) is physically meaningful meaningful if the tripod is prestressed, with τ0 = λ(2pi/3 −
α) < 0; if this is the case, it behaves as a pair of independent harmonic oscillators, with angular
frequencies:
ω21 =
κ
m
, ω22 = 6
√
3λ
|2pi/3− α|
mr20
.
We see that ω1 depends on the edge stiffness parameter κ, while ω2 depends not only on the wedge
stiffness parameter λ but also on the geometric stiffness parameter |2pi/3 − α|/r20. We see that the
frequency ratio ω1/ω2 depends on the dimensionless parameter ν introduced in Remark 1, Section
3.2; in this example, ν = κr20/λ.
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5.2 A warehouse
Consider the S&S structure shown in Fig. 7 – a sort of warehouse – with 12 nodes, 12 edges, and 8
wedges, all listed in Table 2. Nodes 9, 10, 11 and 12 are fixed on the same horizontal plane z = 0; the
geometrical dimension are:
a1 = 200 , a2 = 400 , b1 = 100 , b2 = 200 , h1 = 100 , h2 = 200 .
All edge springs have equal stiffness κ, and all wedge springs have equal stiffness λ, with
κ = 1 , λ = κb21 = 10
4 .
In its initial placement, this is a Type 2 structure, with S = 0 and M = 4, preloaded by four equal
z
x
1a1a
2a 2a
z
y
1h
2h
1b 1b
2b 2b
2b
2b
1b
1b
y
x
0
f
xy
z
12
43
4,13,21,24,3
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
12
11
10
6
7
8,7 5,6
12,11 9,10
5,9
8,12
6,10
7,11
8,57,6
11,10 12,9
Figure 7: The initial placement of the warehouse analyzed in Section 5.2; note the preload system f0.
vertical forces of magnitude F = 50, acting on nodes 1, 2, 3, 4; the preload, that we denote by f0, is
balanced by the prestress χ0 (see Table 2), and is orthogonal to all mechanisms.
We consider the two systems of additional loads shown in Fig. 8, namely, an incremental system
f1 = 0.1 f0 and a single horizontal force f2 in the direction of the y-axis, applied at node 2. Since the
first additional load, just as the preload, is orthogonal to all mechanisms, the system KEu = f1 can
still be solved for u ; in Table 3, the only solution which is orthogonal to all mechanisms is recorded.
By solving the linearized problem (4.1) for ∆q with ∆f = f1 (Table 3, ‘linearized’ column), we see that
the prestress contribution KP to KT is so relevant that the linear theory gives far-off results; stresses
are then computed in terms of linearized strains. Finally, a numerically exact large-displacement
solution has been obtained, with the use of a FE approach. The results of all computations are
collected in Tables 2 and 3.
In the case of the second additional load, a linear setup precludes existence of a solution. Both
the solution of the linearized equations and the solution in the large-displacement regime are recorded
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1
f
2
f
Figure 8: The additional load systems f1 and f2.
in Tables 2 and 3. We see that the two solutions are comparable, although their difference is not
negligible. This was also true in the first load case.
pre-stress linear linearized exact linearized exact
1 2 50,000 5,000 0,788 0,938 0,626 1,157
2 3 25,000 2,500 0,394 0,469 -12,609 -12,069
3 4 50,000 5,000 0,788 0,938 -0,495 -0,462
4 1 25,000 2,500 0,394 0,469 -0,659 -0,714
1 5 71,443 7,144 3,072 3,997 1,279 1,888
2 6 71,443 7,144 3,072 3,997 4,090 6,109
3 7 71,443 7,144 3,072 3,997 -3,147 -3,238
4 8 71,443 7,144 3,072 3,997 -1,198 -1,428
5 9 50,000 5,000 6,707 4,990 2,792 2,353
6 10 50,000 5,000 6,707 4,990 8,930 8,065
7 11 50,000 5,000 6,707 4,990 -6,870 -4,005
8 12 50,000 5,000 6,707 4,990 -2,615 -1,771
1 5 2 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000
2 6 1 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 -120,020
3 7 4 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000
4 8 3 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000
5 9 1 5590,200 559,020 435,290 390,020 181,170 185,460
6 10 2 5590,200 559,020 435,290 390,020 579,550 592,220
7 11 3 5590,200 559,020 435,290 390,020 -445,880 -322,330
8 12 4 5590,200 559,020 435,290 390,020 -169,740 -141,520
e
d
g
e
s
w
e
d
g
e
s
stress - load case 1 stress - load case 2
Table 2: Prestresses and stresses for the two load cases.
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x 0 0 2,5 0,4 0,5 0 -0,6 -1,2
y 0 0 1,3 0,2 0,2 0 -14,3 -14,1
z 50 5 24,6 16,5 15,4 0 -1,1 -1,5
x 0 0 -2,5 -0,4 -0,5 0 -1,2 -0,9
y 0 0 1,3 0,2 0,2 -30 -49,6 -48,1
z 50 5 24,6 16,5 15,4 0 -2,3 -4,6
x 0 0 -2,5 -0,4 -0,5 0 0,7 1,1
y 0 0 -1,3 -0,2 -0,2 0 -37,0 -35,9
z 50 5 24,6 16,5 15,4 0 1,4 1,7
x 0 0 2,5 0,4 0,5 0 0,2 0,0
y 0 0 -1,3 -0,2 -0,2 0 -13,6 -13,4
z 50 5 24,6 16,5 15,4 0 0,8 0,9
x 0 0 8,3 2,9 3,7 0 -8,1 -8,4
y 0 0 -12,5 -7,0 -8,3 0 7,7 6,0
z 0 0 5,0 6,7 4,6 0 2,8 1,8
x 0 0 -8,3 -2,9 -3,7 0 -13,1 -10,6
y 0 0 -12,5 -7,0 -8,3 0 -52,1 -70,3
z 0 0 5,0 6,7 4,6 0 8,9 -18,6
x 0 0 -8,3 -2,9 -3,7 0 8,9 8,5
y 0 0 12,5 7,0 8,3 0 -37,4 -30,8
z 0 0 5,0 6,7 4,6 0 -6,9 -9,5
x 0 0 8,3 2,9 3,7 0 4,9 3,7
y 0 0 12,5 7,0 8,3 0 2,1 1,6
z 0 0 5,0 6,7 4,6 0 -2,6 -1,9
linearized  exact
load case 1 load case 2
displacements displacements
f1 f2
linear  linearized  exact
4
5
6
7
8
n
o
d
e
d
ir
p
re
-l
o
a
d
1
2
3
Table 3: Node displacements for the two load cases.
6 Conclusions and directions of future work
A theory of stick-and-spring elastic structures accounting for prestress has been presented, with poten-
tial application to graphene, nanotubes and other nanostructures, such as viral capsids and protein
complexes. Within such a theory, elastic energy is stored because of changes in edge lengths and
wedge angles, expressed in terms of nodal displacements. A pair of exact non-linear strain measures
has been introduced, as well as their linearized versions. The theory has been presented in three
setups, referred to, respectively, as linear, linearized, and nonlinear; both natural and prestressed
referential and initial placements can be accommodated, and their stability qualified. The model has
been implemented in a numerical code, that can handle any of the three theoretical setups, and has
been used, in particular, to provide explicit solutions of the structural problems considered in the
concluding examples.
Both the model and its numerical implementations lend to various generalizations; we are especially
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interested in pursuing the following ones:
(i) Enriched kinematics: changes in dihedral and solid angles can be taken into account, both
exactly and through definition of additional linearized strain measures. In order to do that, two
different types of hyperedges, each of which individuated by four nodes, are to be considered: in
the case of a dihedral hyperedge, two of the nodes serve the purpose of defining an edge, while
the other two define the planes of the relative dihedral angle; in the case of a solid hyperedge, one
head node and three tail nodes identify a solid angle. Then, it would not be difficult to define
in terms of nodal coordinates appropriate exact and linearized hyperedge strain measures, and
develop the new, kinematically enriched theory along the lines of the old one.
(ii) Enriched kinetic energy : structural masses could be lumped not only at the nodes, but also
along edges and wedges; how to assign masses, concentrated or diffused, to the various structural
elements could be done in a application-specific manner, that is, in a manner that takes into
account the nature of the physical nanostructures the model aims to mimic.
We are currently developing these lines of research with a view to a better understanding of the
statical and dynamical behavior of nanostructures.
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